ADMINISTRATION

CHAIRS AND DIRECTORS
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS

Accounting
Jeffrey Phillips

African and African-American Studies/Africana Women’s Studies
Josephine Bradley

Allied Health Professions
Monsumnola George-Taylor

Art
Belinda Peters

Biological Sciences
Isabella Finkelstein

Chemistry
Mark Mitchell

Computer and Information Sciences
Kenneth Perry

Counseling, Exceptional Education and Psychological Studies
Moses Norman

Curriculum
Evelyn McCain-Reid

Decision Science
Young Kim

Economics
Mesfin Bezuneh

Educational Leadership
Leslie Fenwick

Engineering
Ayo Abatan

English
Ernestine Pickens

Finance
Kasim Ali

History
Vicki Crawford

International Affairs and Development
Kwaku Danso

Humanities
Karamo Barrow

Management
William Brown

Marketing
William Brown

Mass Media Arts
Gloria James (Interim)

Mathematical Science
Michael Bleicher

Modern Foreign Languages
Laurent Monye

Music
Mary Frances Early

Physics
G. Raymond Brown

Psychology
Joseph Coble

Political Science
Marvin Haire

Public Administration
Ronald Finnell

Religion and Philosophy
L. Henry Whelchel

Social Work
Melvin Williams

BSW Program
Bernice Liddie-Hamilton

MSW Program
Amos Ajo

Ph.D. Program
Jeffrey Porterfield

Sociology and Criminal Justice
Carol Mitchell-Leon

Speech Communication and Theatre Arts